Abstract. -Physical mechanisms of nonlinear distortion in high density recording on longitudinal media are studied using a self consistent 2-D model. These mechanisms include transition shifts, pulse broadening, and amplitude reduction because of overwrite modulation and proximity effects. The dominant mechanism at high density is found to be partial erasure of the preceding transition.
Introduction
It is usual to assume in magnetic recording that arbitrary readback waveforms can be accurately reconstructed by a linear superposition of isolated pulses. However, at high transition densities nonlinear distortions have been observed [I-31 that can significantly degrade the performance of recording systems 141. Several mechanisms have been suggested as sources of nonlinear distortion at high densities. These include transition shifts, transition broadening [5, 61, and amplitude loss [7] . The physical source of the nonlinear mechanisms is the demagnetizing fields from either previously written transitions or as a result of writing the current transition. The strengths of these mechanisms are studied quantitatively under longitudinal recording conditions using a self-consistent 2-D recording model [8] . The goal of these studies is to identify the dominant mechanism for a given set of experimental conditions.
For the following calculations, the base set of pa- 
DC overwrite modulation
DC overwrite modulation is a nonlinear distortion which is difficult t o avoid because it occurs even for an isolated transition (for a recent study see [9] ). Writing the media in a direction that reverses the previous direction of the magnetization ("hard" transition) creates flux transitions near the leading and trailing edge of the head gap. As the head moves forward the leading edge transition is swept away but at the moment of writing the trailing edge transition, the demagnetizing field from the leading edge transition affect the position and shape of the trailing edge transition. On the other hand, writing in the previous magnetization direction ("easy" transition) does not create a flux transition near the leading edge of the head gap and the trailing edge transition is unaffected.
The position shift and amplitude loss from comparing a "hard" transition to an "easy" transition are plotted in figure 1. The position shift is normalized to the transition parameter (a) determined by fitting the calculated magnetization profile of an isolated transition to an arctangent function ( M , = 2M,/r tan-' {xla)). At low currents the media is not written to saturation and the effect of the leading edge transition is extreme.
If an optimal writing condition can be obtained (0.22 ampturns in this example) the next most important parameter is the M,t of the disk. The magnitude of the demagnetizing field is proportional to the M,t and can produce a sizable position shift even under good writing conditions (Fig. 2) . The amplitude loss is not a very strong effect because of the good write field gradient. . ..........................r..............7...............r............ .. 
Dibit nonlinearity
At high transition densities neighboring transitions begin to interact in a nonlinear way. For a dibit (two consecutive transitions) the first transition is written as though it were an isolated bit (the media is AC erased in this discussion so there is no DC overwrite modulation). However, the second transition of the dibit is written in the demagnetizing field of the first. The amplitude of both transitions of the dibit are plotted in figure 3 (labeled SELFCON for self consistent calculation) so that the effect of the first on the second can be isolated. Also, the amplitudes that result from linear superposition (LINSUP) are also plotted to show the magnitude of the nonlinearity. It is evident that there is little difference between the amplitudes of the two transitions and, therefore, the demagnetizing field of the first transition is not affecting the width or amplitude of the second pulse significantly. On the other hand, the erasure effect is not only dramatic but extends to about 12a or, in this example, 3 microns. The shift in the peak position of the two transitions of the dibit relative to where isolated transitions would be written is shown in figure 4 . The SELFCON peaks are both shifted earlier in time than LINSUP predicts. 
Conclusions
A self consistent 2-D model has been used to study physical mechanisms causing nonlinear distortions. For high density transitions, partial erasure causes a dramatic loss of amplitude and shift in position of both peaks of a dibit.
